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Abstract—Unified Threat Management (UTM) is an emerging development in the firewall security market. It is then evolution of the traditional firewall that not only guards against intrusion but performs content filtering, spam filtering, intrusion detection and anti-virus duties traditionally handled by multiple systems. UTM firewall is the only firewall that inserts user identity in firewall rule matching criteria, enabling creativities to configure policies and identify users directly by the username rather than through IP addresses. It is a powerful hardware firewall that provides stately and deep packet inspection thereby protecting enterprises from IP spoofing attacks, access control, user authentication, and network and application-level protection. This paper will discover the advent of UTM working criteria, functions and prove how it is better in comparison with the ordinary firewall and VPN.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unified threat management (UTM) refers to an inclusive security product which integrates a range of security features into a single appliance. Unified threat management (UTM) or Unified security management (USM), is the evolution of traditional firewall into an all-inclusive Security product able to perform multiple security functions within one system as network firewalling network intrusions detection/prevention (IDS/IPS), gateway antivirus, VPN, content filtering load balancing, data loss prevention and on-appliance reporting.

UTM designed to protect users from blended threats while reducing complexity. The goal of UTM is to simplify the overall security solution despite the growing scope and rising complexity of the security problem. The further most specious feature of this simplification is the physical consolidation of point products into a single technology; hence the term unified threat management. As the hardware powering today's enterprise firewalls became more robust it became viable to add functions that were traditionally off the technology right into the firewall.

The IDC Press Issue "The development of UTM usages will be driven by request in the midmarket for new software features, virtual applications, cloud services, and vulnerabilities associated with internet of things," says Jiaqi Sun, a research analyst at IDC South Africa. "The ultimate objective of security technology development is to protect data or information assets – in other words, minimizing data loss within corporate networks if all layers of an enterprise security system fail." IDC believes that, over the next five years, the revenue generated by the sale of UTM technologies will exceed that of standard firewall/VPNs, effectively replacing these products. DC forecasts that the threat management security technology market will grow at a combined annual growth rate of 17 percent from 2003 to 2008. The technologies are becoming more popular by being a simple means of delivering security software. The Problem with traditional security solutions are that they are focused on protection against external threats only so insider threat protection not given due importance. They are ineffective against blended threats. UTM for enterprise customers may also include more advanced features such as identity-based access control, load balancing, quality of service (QoS), intrusion prevention, SSL and SSH inspection and application awareness. The major benefit of a UTM product is its ability to reduce intricacy. The principal disadvantage is that a UTM appliance can become a single point of failure (SPOF).

Companies are increasingly finding the idea of unified threat management (UTM) devices attractive, and vendors are responding with a range of products. Although minor companies were the logical adopters of UTM technology, now even huge enterprises see the benefits UTM has to offer. If UTM is in your organization's future, there are several factors to consider before purchasing, including how the product incorporates various security elements, the scale of its deployment and whether it should be hardware or a virtual product. This important guide on UTM appliances outlines critical questions to ask potential UTM vendors and provides insight on the UTM features that will best meet your enterprise requirements.

Network security by definition is limited to finding those attacks that involve the transmission of network traffic. However, there are still many security events today that occur without network traffic being involved. A classic example is a person inserting an infected USB drive into a laptop, thereby infecting that laptop. There's simply no way for network-based controls to recognize this, unless possibly after the fact, when the malware uses network traffic to propagate or to transfer sensitive data from the infected laptop to an external host. And by then the damage may be done. Host-based antivirus software is needed on the laptop to stop this malware from infecting Another common example of the need for host security is the loss or theft of a mobile device, such as a laptop, smartphone or tablet. Simply put, network security controls are useless at protecting a mobile device from an attacker with physical access to it. Someone who acquires a mobile device that is protected only through network-based means will easily be able to recover any sensitive data stored on the device in a matter of minutes by using forensic regaining tools or perhaps even more basic services. It is necessary to use host-based security controls on mobile devices, specifically full-disk encryption technologies, to ensure that their contents are strongly encrypted so that, if they're lost or stolen, unauthorized parties cannot recover their sensitive information.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, firewall technology was critical for monitoring and controlling incoming and outgoing network traffic. By the mid-2000s, cyber security experts were realizing that companies had needs that far stripped the capabilities of most firewall software. Unified threat management was a natural outgrowth of firewall software. Rather than forcing companies to rely on patchwork solutions that may not completely cover the needs of a business, unified threat management is designed to be a comprehensive cyber security solution that protects businesses with just one software program, or a small well-integrated suite of them. The list of threats a unified threat management system protects against varies from product to product, but most unified threat management solutions include:
- A network firewall
- Gateway anti-spam and antivirus capabilities
- Network intrusion protection
- A secure VPN

Because unified threat management tools are typically just one package, they’re easy to implement at most companies. And it’s usually very simple to effectively use this software, even for people with comparatively little cyber security experience.

III. PROTECTING YOUR BUSINESS
Too many small and mid-size businesses succumb to cyber-attacks, and hacking attempts are common for small businesses, due to the (all-too-accurate) assumption that many of them have poor network security.

Your business may not be able to afford dedicated IT staff, but unified threat management solutions, provided by a managed IT service provider, solve most common cyber security vulnerabilities, leaving hackers out in the cold. Not only are they well within the price range of even most small businesses, but your company can’t afford not to have one. If you’re a small or mid-sized business owner, you may not know why your business would ever be targeted by hackers. After all, your business probably doesn’t handle nearly as much money or personal information as larger companies do. While that’s true, most large companies are aware that they’re major hacking targets. They have the money to invest in cutting-edge cyber security, and they do so. Hacking a single small or mid-size business won’t produce a lot of money or personal information for a hacker. However, it’s much easier. Small businesses are low-hanging fruit, compared to larger organizations, and hacking a few small businesses successfully is far more profitable than trying to hack a major company. And while a large business can usually bounce back from even a catastrophic hack, small businesses suffer far more. Experts estimate that 60% of small businesses go under within six months of a successful cyber-attack. The huge financial damage, combined with the lost trust of their customers, is enough to force small businesses to shutter their doors. Unfortunately, even if a small company knows it’s a potential target for hackers, it may assume it needs large amounts of money to protect its systems. After all, the argument goes, a good cyber security solution must be expensive and difficult to implement.

IV. TECHNICAL SPEC
A unified threat management (UTM) usage uses several detection and prevention capabilities to stop malicious activity. However, the exact combination of these capabilities varies somewhat among different products. The network security capabilities that UTM appliances most often support include the following:
- Anti-spam
- Antivirus for Web and email
- Application control
- Firewall
- Intrusion prevention
- Virtual private network (VPN)
- Web content filtering

Some UTM products provide supplementary network security capabilities besides these core features, such as load balancing, data loss prevention (DLP) and bandwidth management.

V. SECURITY CAPABILITIES
Let’s examine each of the core network security capabilities of UTM systems more closely. As already cited, the extent to which a UTM product supports each security capability may differ significantly among products. For example, this may include a product that supports only the most basic Web content filtering, such as checking URLs for malicious content, while another product does much more demanding Web content filtering, such as using reputation services and advanced analytics to determine the likely nature -- benign or malicious -- of each website.

A. Anti-spam:
Just about everyone is already familiar with anti-spam technologies. What you may not realize is how effective anti-spam software can be at stopping incoming email-based attacks. Various spam messages are malevolent in nature; for instance, they might try to trick users into revealing sensitive personal information (e.g., passwords, PINs, not stop. The perfect technique intrusion prevention technologies use various particularly between products, but generally, the most effective products use a combination of methods, such as signature-, anomaly- and reputation-based detection. This allows intrusion prevention software to stop both previously known and unknown attacks, with the latter filling an important gap in UTM exposure capabilities.

B. VPN:
Most of the UTM network security capabilities, which are geared toward attack helpful and wildcat strike, the virtual private network is a technology specifically designed to protect an organization’s network activity from eavesdropping or unauthorized manipulation. A VPN (Virtual private network) through social engineering techniques. As the community engineering becomes one of the wonderful common procedures for achieving system compromises and identity theft, it is critical that as many malicious emails as possible be blocked from reaching users, or marked as spam and stored in a separate spam folder for subsequent evaluation by users.

Antivirus for Web and email: Antivirus technologies are amongst the oldest network security
technologies. UTM tackle typically offer malware-scanning capabilities for email and Web application traffic, and in some cases, for other network-application traffic frequently used to spread malware (e.g., instant messaging services). Antivirus software is not as useful as it used to be because malware has become more targeted and customized, while antivirus software is primarily signature-based and better at detecting previously known instances of malware. Still, antivirus software is a essential because of the number of attacks that it can stop.

C. Application control:

As the name implies, application control is the process of administration which applications users can run. It may occupy application white listing functionality and decisive which applications may and may not be used, and it may also include limitations on application use. An example of such a drawback is setting which hours of the day, or days of the week, a particular application may be used. Another example is limiting the bandwidth that an application can use. Robust application control capabilities can detect and enforce application policies apart from of how the application is being used in order to evade detection (i.e., running on different ports, using alternate protocols and so on). Application control is all the time more essential for network security because many applications are either malicious in nature or contain exploitable vulnerabilities that can lead to compromises. Application control also helps an organization boundary the installation and use of applications, thus reducing overall attack surface.

D. Firewall:

The firewall is the most primary aspect of network security control, which restricts the establishment of network connections between hosts. Be fond of antivirus software, firewalls are not nearly as effective as they used to be because the nature of attacks has changed. At one time, a extensive percentage of all attacks involved establishing unauthorized network connections. While the likelihood of this happening has dropped considerably, it is still a concern, particularly for hosts containing sensitive information, such as database servers. Even organizations without much of a security limit still generally need firewalling to protect their most valuable cyber assets.

Intrusion prevention: Intrusion prevention technologies (also known as intrusion detection technologies or intrusion detection and prevention technologies) are used to identify and prevent forms of attack that other UTM network security capabilities provides a protected tunnel through which other network activity can pass. VPNs have been increasingly utilized for network protection of an organization’s mobile hosts, like laptops, smartphones and tablets. These devices frequently use unsecured or weakly secured external networks, so VPNs provide protection for the use of these networks. VPNs can also be configured to subdue all the transfer from mobile hosts to the UTM appliance, which allows all UTM network security checks to be applied to the mobile traffic, thus dropping security incidents involving these devices.

Web content filtering: Web contented filtering capabilities were initially a simple technology that prevented access to websites known to be unauthorized for workplace use. Since then, Web content filtering capabilities have greatly extended and diversified to cover a range of techniques for determining if a web request should be permitted or not. An example is using reputation services to rate the likely benevolent or malicious nature of each website. There are also analytical techniques that can scan websites for security violations that designate that a site may have serious security problems, such as a compromise or malicious content. The extent to which your organization needs to use Web contented filter services may depend leading your organization’s particular Web security policies, especially when it comes to flagging sites that are simply “unsuitable” and not essentially malicious in nature.

E. Technical architecture:

As you would be anticipate as of a system protection technology, UTM appliances feature a primary technical architecture of one or more network appliances or servers. Typically, these devices are positioned at key points within the network perimeter, such as within proximity of where external communications links attach to the organization's networks. Particularly in larger enterprises, UTM appliances or servers may also be deployed at resolutions between portions of the enterprise, including different division of a company. Basically, UTMs may be most effectively deployed at any network margin, where networks with different levels of trust or security policies intersect.

Because each UTM device (appliance or server) plays such a essential role in network security, it is imperative that all deployments have redundancy built in to mitigate the effect of a UTM failure. Remember that because a UTM is providing firewalling and other core security functions, a UTM failure will effectively prevent any network traffic from crossing the network location where the UTM is located. For many years, experts suggest that organizations place redundant firewalls at key locations, and having redundant UTM devices at these spots is even more important. Also, don’t forget about UTM during disaster recovery planning.
VI. ARCHITECTURE

This test showed that UTM firewalls come in all speeds, shapes and sizes. One of the appliances we received was simply an off-the-shelf server (IBM’s System x3650). Other devices ranged from very lightly customized (Secure Computing put an IPS accelerator board and a customized BIOS in a Dell box to yield its Sidewinder 2150D) to the heavily engineered chassis found in the Juniper ISG-1000 and the FortinetFortiGate 3600A. In general, though, firewall vendors have taken advantage of the enormous boon that Intel has provided in low-cost, high-performance CPUs that are aimed at general-purpose computing.

VII. PROPOSED WORK

A. Main Objective:

Most companies in the world are vulnerable to cyber-attacks and selecting the right network security systems is the first step toward protecting your environment. The complexity of managing multiple appliances is time consuming, cost prohibitive and requires a lot of training with the potential for miss-configuration, putting your business at risk.

BLOCKBIT UTM (Unified Threat Management) is a leading-edge all-in-one cyber security product that includes the major network security capabilities, such as Next Generation Firewall, Intrusion Prevention System (IPS), IPsec VPN, SSL VPN, Secure Web Gateway, Advanced Threat Protection (ATP), and more.

In a single appliance BLOCKBIT UTM provides all the protection you need while operating on every layer of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. It hosts the most advanced security features all managed within a user-friendly graphical web interface incorporating numerous dashboards and reports. A 24X7X365 Intelligence lab constantly enhances threat detection through meticulous research and analysis of global threats providing up to date protection.

We replace the traditional firewall and integrate seamlessly with other modules inside platform, resulting in a greater ability to blocking attacks. Our Next Generation Firewall has the ability to combine simplicity with safety during the rules creation process allowing users to create policies for applications, users, groups, schedules and other features not available within conventional firewalls. IP Addressing, TCP/UDP ports, MAC addresses and group policies are also managed via the interface. Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) is a feature that incorporates multiple sophisticated security technologies and the latest intelligence feeds providing detection and protection against unknown and targeted attacks. These include advanced malware (trojan, virus, worm, etc) Advanced Persistent Threats and malicious callbacks. Out Advanced Threat Protection also utilizes intelligence to block persistent attacker IP addresses based on geographic location. The ATP also contains a database of applications and traffic that recognize violations of company policy, while blocking new vulnerabilities.

VIII. SCREENSHOTS

A. Installation of Untangle

Screenshot 1: Welcome Page
Configure the Server

1) **Step 1 - Configure the Server**
The first step has you set a password used for administrator account for Untangle and select a time zone.

2) **Step 2 - Identify Networks Cards**
To determine that the physical network cards are mapped to the correct interface plug in one at a time and verify that it is in the correct position. For example, unplug all system cables from Untangle. Plug in the cable into the desired "External" physical network card. If the green light on "External" light up then that physical network card is mapped to the correct interface.

Configure the Internet Connection

3) **Step 3 - Configure the Internet Connection**
The third step configures your External (WAN) interface. The default is **Auto (DHCP)** and the existing automatically assigned address will be displayed if an address was successfully acquired. **Auto (DHCP)** is typical in home and small networks where ISPs provide no static addresses and DHCP is used to hand out addresses. Also, if Untangle is installed behind another device portion DHCP, this option can be used. However, if Untangle is being installed after a different firewall doing NAT the ISPs public address should not be used. It is common to use the gateway's IP plus one. For example if 192.168.1.1 is the gateway for Untangle you can use 192.168.1.2 for the address for Untangle and 192.168.1.1 as the gateway.

Configure Automatic Upgrade Settings

4) **Step 4 - Configure Automatic Upgrade Settings**
In the fifth step **Automatic Upgrades** are configured. If regular **Upgrades** is enabled resolve automatically check for new versions and upgrade automatically between 1am and 2am every morning.
6) Step 7 – Finished
The next step is installing the desired applications and possibly further tuning the arrangement of your Untangle server, then actually dropping Untangle into the network if it is not already in place.

IX. FUTURE SCOPE OF WORK:
Though the design, development, deployment and testing of proactive network surveillance framework for solving network security problem has been successfully demonstrated by use of different result vectors and threat vectors, but there have been some limitations in the research work carried out in this thesis. One of the limitations, in the propose framework, is automatic integration of new intruder signature to the Intruder Database. This portion of the framework requires human intervention and lacks intelligence to incorporate new signatures automatically. Also, at Fifth layer, proposed work used a low interaction Deflect, which could be replaced with medium or high interaction counterpart to achieve better know-how about the unknown threats.

In future this research effort can be put on to a dedicated hardware platform with embedded Linux functionality. As a dedicated out of the box product this effort would fit into Unified Threat management group of devices. Another point which is left to the future development is integration of the database dumps into graph generation engine. In the research effort, we produced graphs manually, which takes a lot of effort and as observed many of the steps are of repeated nature. Thus, this portion of the work can also be automated. Hence, there is a lot of future scope of the research work to be carried out in this vital area of great significance to mankind.
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